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Installation method for 
Self-Lock® and Mini Record
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SOLUTIONS FOR HEAVY 
AND LIGHT-DUTY BELTS, MANUFACTURER OF 

TECHNICAL BELTS, TOOLS, VULCANIZING PRESSES

MLT
A Partner you 

can Trust

Our products and solutions 
meet your needs
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innovation for you
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Technical characteristics

Pressure adjustment depending on the 
fastener*

Weight equipped 2 kg
Fasteners MR / Self-Lock®

Energy: Pneumatics
Joules max. 6 joules

Advantages 
• Optimal and incomparable comfort when using
• Versatility
• Compact and light weight
• Compatible with other installation tools on the market

MLT Quick Driver - Fully-equipped and delivered in a carrying case

Unparalleled comfort thanks to its 
vibration damping, oscillatory system 
and ergonomic handle 

Adjustable power

Versatility

The hammer of the MLT Quick Driver is designed to 
minimize any vibration, while maintaining high performance 
of the tool. It is unique in that it incorporates revolutionary 
ergonomic benefits. Its weight is less than 1.3 kg.
The pistol grip is equipped with an anti-vibration system and 
a rubber coating. Its position is adjustable according to the 
positioning of the body in relation to the work area: The user 
then has a comfortable use, without extra force.

The MLT Quick Driver is adjustable, allowing the user to 
precisely match the required power to the selected belt and 
fastener.

The MLT teams have developed punches that allow you to 
use two types of fasteners for light duty belts:
• The Self-Lock®
• The Mini Record (MR)
but also other fasteners:the MLT Quick Driver can be com-
bined with many of the tools on the market.

WARNING
To reduce the risk of injury, the use, installation, maintenance, changes to 
accessories or any work near this tool should be performed by a person 
who has read and understood the instructions before performing the task.
DO NOT DISCARD - GIVE TO THE USER

 Fasteners SL 00 SL 01 SL 02 SL 03
Pressure 
steel (Bar) - 3.0 4.0 5.0

Pressure 
stainless 
steel (Bar)

2.5 4.0 5.0 5.5

 Fasteners MR 1 MR 2 MR 3
Pressure steel (Bar) 2.5 - 3.0 3.0 3.0 - 3.5
Pressure stainless 
steel (Bar) 3.0 - 3.5 3.0 - 3.5 3.5

User Manual
Minimal vibration, maximum productivity

Reduce the installation time with optimal assurance that it is accurate! 

* given as an indication: may vary depending on the type of belt

Ref.: 4700063
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MLT Quick Driver Assembly mode and mode of Use

3.Push the spring outwards with
your thumbs until it fits into the 
punch groove

4.Place the bottom side of belt
against the comb. Hold it by hand 
or with the locking screws

1.Check the thickness of the belt
to choose the correct fastener. 
Cut the belt square

1.Take out the hammer from the
case

4.Insert the corresponding head
(Self-Lock® or Mini Record) on the 
previously locked punch

5.Connect the MLT Quick Driver
to your compressed air device 
(you will first need to assemble the 
special Self-Lock® punch and the 
head on the MLT Quick Driver). 
On the FRL (Filtration, Regula-
tion, Lubrication), set the pressure 
corresponding to the fastener to 
install (refer to the pressure com-
pared table on page 1)

2.Place the Self-Lock® fastener in
the installation tool so that each 
strip is under an opening in the 
device. The part with the hooks 
must be above

2.Insert the chosen punch (Self-
Lock® or Mini Record) into the 
nose of the hammer

5.Turn the head for more
comfortable use and tighten the 
clamping ring with an Allen key

6.Position the hammer vertically,
using the guide

3.Insert gauge pin according to
belt thickness. Tighten fastener 
and gauge pin with the locking 
cam (push side «F» for closing)

MLT Quick Driver assembly mode

How to install the Self-Lock® fastener with the MLT Quick Driver

WATCH THE TUTORIAL VIDEO 

ON OUR COMPANY’S

PAGE

The hammer must not be connected to compressed air!
It is recommended to supply the Quick Driver with compressed air only during the installation phases

O F

COMPLIANT POSITION

NON-COMPLIANT POSITION
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1.Choose the fastener corresponding
to the belt thickness. Cut the belt 
square

7.Slide the steel plate under the MR
fastener and hammer the staple with 
the steel head hammer to close the 
Mini Record.
Repeat the operation on all the 
fasteners. Remove the spindle

4.Connect the MLT Quick Driver
to your compressed air device 
(you will first need to assemble the 
punch guide and the MR special 
punch on the hammer). On the FRL 
(Filtration, Regulation, Lubrication), 
set the corresponding pressure on 
the fastener to install (refer to the 
pressure compared table on page 
1)

7.Press the trigger to activate the MLT 
Quick Driver (a few hits are enough), 
its punch will then hit and close the 
fastener. First close the strips on 
the edge (#1 and #2) using the MLT 
Quick Driver, checking the belt is still 
located against the fasteners guide. 
Then close a center strip (#3), and 
complete the installation by alterna-
ting the sides

2.Choose the comb according to
the MR fastener type and set it 
on the installation tool. Place the  
fastener (staples on top) in the 
installation tool. 
Insert the connecting pin

8.Take opposite belt side. Align it
with the side already installed Mini 
Record fastener.
Mark the fastener position and ali-
gnment and install as instructed 
from step 2. Repeat from step 2

5.Position the hammer vertically,
using the guide

8.Unlock the cam (push «O» side)
and take out the installed fastener. 
Take the other side of the belt and 
align it with the already fastened side. 
Mark the position of the second strip. 
Repeat from step 2

3.Place the belt inside the first half of
the MR fastener and hold it assuring it 
does not slide

10.Cut the corners of the belt. Insert 
the connecting pin into the fastener. 
If necessary block it with washers 
on both extremities

9.Disconnect the MLT Quick
Driver after use

6.Position the head over the two
staples vertically and press down 
to close the fastener. Press the trig-
ger to activate the hammer (some 
hitting is enough). Begin by the left 
and right ends, then the center. 
The staples will resume closing 
themselves when hitting the matrix 
of the anvil

10.Cut the corners of the belt. Insert
the connecting pin into the fasteners

9.Disconnect the MLT Quick Driver
after use

Install Mini Record fastener with MLT Quick Driver

1 275 3 6 4 O F

COMPLIANT INSTALLATION

NON-COMPLIANT 
INSTALLATION
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MLT, it’s solutions for heavy and light  
duty belts, tools, technical belts, and 
more!

Innovation for 70 years.
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Minet Lacing Technology MLT
 Distributor

2011 Nuggett Road
High Point, NC 27263

USA

Telephone: 336-434-0363
Fax:             336-434-2263      
info@MLTnorthamerica.com 
www.MLTnorthamerica.com




